INTRODUCTION

N estlé India Limited had been a top performing Fast Moving Consumer Good (FMCG)
Company for the last few years in the Indian market, based on the year on year growth achieved in sales and profits. The company enjoyed distinct advantages in operational effectiveness over its competitors in the areas of production, supply chain, demand planning, cost of operations and distribution. Key business indicators of Nestle India have been given in Exhibit 1 and product portfolio in Exhibit 2.
Nestlé, like most of its competitors in India, followed intensive distribution and the final connectivity to market was managed by the Distributor Salesman (DS). DS's were employees of the channel partners known as Cash Distributor (CD). They were the people who were responsible for the availability and visibility of finished goods at the retail market, accessible to end consumers for final consumption. Hence the criticality of this role was immense because the whole strategic value chain actually got executed at the retail level by these people. It meant that if the DS didn't deliver their role effectively, growth strategies would fall flat. Gross Sales 22, 798.3 23, 728.2 26, 438.9 29, 441.9 36, 471.8 Domestic Sales # 20, 226.9 21, 292.8 23, 847.1 26, 646.1 33, 174 The Nestle sales process was a two-step process. They were termed as "Primary Sale" which included sales from Nestle to CD, and "Secondary Sale" which included from CD to retail outlets (retailers and wholesalers). The primary sales could happen only if the stocks at the retail level were at a level below the predetermined stock norms set up. Typically it was set at two weeks of sales considering average weekly sales of immediately preceding 3 months. Hence one of the criteria for selecting the CD was the capital and stocking requirements for the relevant market.
The CD distributed the products to a set of retail outlets who sold to the consumer. The CD accomplished the job of distributing Nestle products via their salesmen, referred to as "Distributor Salesman" (DS) in the Nestle parlance. The CD was responsible for ensuring sustained business development on behalf of Nestle. Sometimes, due to location disadvantage, the CD could not cater to the needs of certain markets. In these cases Redistributors (RD) worked under the CD to sell Nestle products in the outlets located in these markets (mainly rural and semi urban). The total number of RD's was nearly 2000. The flow diagram of the distribution system has been given in Exhibit 3 and some facts have been given in Exhibit 4. The problem afflicting Nestle and other FMCG companies in India for the last two years had been a very steep increase in the DS turnover, specially the ones with experience of three to five years making the distribution less effective. Part of the problem stemmed from the expanding employment opportunity available for these employees which had been the result of growth of the Indian economy, in FMCG and specially in sunrise businesses like telecommunication, credit card sales, etc. These alternate businesses required similar skill sets and were in a position to offer higher positions and pay. Also their current employment with the CD was not providing them adequate non-financial motivators like belongingness to the organisation, career prospects inside the organisation and job security. The problem was compounded in Nestle's case by the presence of an equally large number of very experienced DS's who were resistant to adopt and possibly incapable of implementing the new strategies of distribution management like sales force automation, aggressive network expansion plans which were on the anvil. Considering the criticality of problem in impacting the overall performance of the organisation, immediate remedial action was required. The Executive Vice President (EVP) -Sales, Nestle India had joined the India operations six months back as the Head of Sales Division, had kept this at top of his list of issues to address.
Distribution Process of Nestle India
Nestle products were manufactured in own factories and in some of the outsourced but Nestle supervised manufacturing facilities. These finished products were then transported to the distribution center (DC) or in some • DS has ample opportunities to leave Nestle to other FMCGs and also in telecom sectors as they have good relationship with retailers and wholesalers.
Other benefits for them is pre-paid card selling is relatively easy, number of shops to be visited on daily basis is low and they need not to carry heavy sales kit as cards are light weight. Salary offered is good.
• Sales Officers are also joining telecom sector to manage pre-paid card sales as it resembles FMCG operations.
Exhibit 4:
The Challenge
Nestlé SA the parent company of Nestlé India, decided to accord India a key country status in 2007 and wanted the business to achieve the quantum leap in revenue as well as profitability, through a strategy initiative called the "Big Leap." The company was planning to change the way it had operated and was focused at gearing all resources to develop the market aggressively.
Apart from a gamut of marketing initiatives, one of the prime areas of focus had been identified as the DS effectiveness, which actually impacted the sales effort at the grassroots. The DS represented one of the most valuable resources of the company that needed to be harnessed to develop market aggressively. Since DS was the last link in the Nestle supply chain to the final consumer, the strength of this link really determined whether the entire effort, right from production to marketing, brought about the desired results. It was the ownership, aggression, commitment and motivation of the DS that drove the availability of Nestlé's products across the counter.
EVP-Sales had the experience of working more than a decade in Asia Pacific region and the benefit of working for more than two decades in the Nestle system worldwide. However, this was his first stint at India. He knew that every country had its own culture and economic conditions which impacted behaviour of the sales force. He was clear that every location and company had its own tradition and it was very critical to take a well considered judgment on the issue as it affected the entire revenue engine of the company. One of the peculiarities of Indian distribution format noticed by him was that the DS's, who did the entire selling of Nestle products at the market place, were called "Secondary Sales Force" in the organisation, because they were not in the direct payroll of the organisation. Inadequate company involvement apart from once a month market visit and planning exercise with Sales Officer (who was the company employee) and low quantum of incentives possibly reflected the low priority that had been accorded to the DS's till now.
The objective of aggressive market development set by the company demanded that Nestle India now gave even greater importance to the DS's, by closely looking at their present status, work environment and level of ownership in sales operations. EVP needed to take quick decisions as implementation was likely to be time consuming. He picked up the Regional Training Managers located at all the four regions of India, to prepare a report which would help him understand the overall picture of Nestlé's DS operations at their markets. The choice of Training Managers was because he needed a report from persons who understood the system but were not a direct stakeholder in the result delivery process. Deliberately, he did not provide any specific format for the report apart from a general guideline to make the report as factual and insightful as possible. He felt that the trainers with their experience of the field sales in India would have their own ways of data collection and viewing at the problem. He also felt that there was no point trying to curb the individual biases as that was most likely to reflect the predominant Nestle India perspective and sales paradigms, which was important for him to understand. After he got their report, he asked one of his sales managers in the head office to make a summary of the findings which he could critically evaluate and make inferences to take the necessary decisions.
Summary Report on DS Operations
Nestle products were typically premium in price and the "quality" aspect of Nestle was perceived as a competitive edge among retailers (and also to end consumers). The company was operating in India for more than seventy-five years and enjoyed tremendous brand equity in infant food and coffee categories. The retailers also acknowledged the benefits and thus the primary focus of the DS were replenishment and effective rollout of the promotions, the consumer pull was managed by the marketing function. However, with increasing competition and consumer choices, the sales force were required to work harder to retain their own sales from the retail counters. The typical competitive landscape of Nestle has been given in Exhibit 5. The overall DS and CD ecosystem data has been given in Exhibit 6. 
Experience
The Nestle DS had average work experience of about 9 years and their turnover was on an average lower than other comparable FMCG companies. The summary data has been given in Table 1 . On investigation the key reasons found for the low turnover were DS's aversion to change jobs, particularly among the ones with more than 10 years of work. Many of the DS's had loyalty to the Nestle brand name and shifted from one Nestle CD to another. This phenomenon had been supported by the propensity of the Nestle sales team to accommodate loyal Nestle DS's, which also created a sense of job security.
The high average experience was good in the sense that these people had good knowledge about the company and evolved skill set for selling out products. However, this also bred complacency and resistance to adopting new processes and ways of working in most cases. Also, the Nestle Image and wide product portfolio provided the DS's a wide platform for building relationships with the retailers which were often leveraged by the DS's for the sake of their personal businesses which they engaged in after duty hours for instance a DS running provision store could buy goods at cheap rate from the retailers and also availed of credit facilities.
This scenario was fast changing as younger DS's were not inhibited from changing their jobs. They were constantly on the lookout for better career growth, salary and incentives within and beyond the FMCG sector. The career growth of the DS's who left Nestle was also contributing to this trend, even among the long serving DS's. 
Earnings
The average earnings of Nestle DS's were neither correlated to experience nor to the turnover handled by them. The variable part to the earnings, comprising of company and CD incentives was not significant a percentage of total earnings. Most of the DS's had to support a family of 4-5 members. In such a scenario average monthly earning of Indian Rupees (INR) 4700 was hardly sufficient.
Additional Business / Occupation
Because of low earnings, many of Nestle DS's had started some additional business or work beyond their job. Most often the additional business was of provision store / small distributorships of relatively unknown companies in FMCG space, where they could use the familiarity, regular visits and relationships with retail outlet to their advantage. 
DS Profile : Experience, Education and Earnings
Work Environment
Competitors were coming up with new products rapidly and there was aggressive fight for the market share through tactical moves like attractive promotions. The number of traditional outlets was increasing and there was a strong emergence of organised retail, which impacted the sales of the retailers negatively and since large format retail sales were managed centrally by the Nestle team and were beyond the purview of the CD or the DS. The retail outlets had limited space, time, interest and support to offer which increased their negotiating power.
Conflicting Priorities
Internally the DS had to balance between the conflicting priorities of the different stakeholders with whom they worked, namely the Nestle SO, CD and retailers. Some of the examples have been given in Exhibit 7. The net result of the conflicting priorities was stress, diminishing the impact of satisfaction of achievement and fulfillment associated with sales. This had adverse impact on the DS's motivation to work as the bosses were never likely to be happy. The other problem with incentives was the complexity of calculating the earning. Most of the DS's were unable to calculate their own earning, hence were not motivated to achieve the same. It was only at the month end that they were communicated about their achieved incentives.
Target Setting
The targets given to the SO were simply based on product line-wise turnover and were allocated to the DS's under them, on the basis of their past performance and current market trends. The process was well defined and accepted, and there was not much scope of negotiation.
Training Inputs
Traditionally the training workshop conducted for the DS's was an annual affair and irrespective of their experience. This generally acted as an outing for most of the DS's rather than impacting their skill.
Credit Pressure
Nestle, like most of the FMCG companies, suggested a seven day ma rket credit forma t for the CDs. However there were some cases where payment did not happen before a fortnight or even twenty-one days and in few cases the debt went bad. In such cases the DS was held responsible by the CD for collecting the payment, and sometimes even his salary payment was suspended or a loan voucher was issued in his name.
Work Environment at CD
There was a lot of variation in how DS's were treated at large CDs and small CDs. In small CDs, DS not only looked after market coverage but also other functions. They were involved in decision making and there was a lot of two-way communication among the DS's and the CD. Moreover, they handled a major part of the turnover for the distributor. In contrast to these, individual DS's were almost insignificant in large CD's, where the number of DS's was large. At large CD points however the decisions were made unilaterally at the top and just conveyed to the DS's for implementation. However, common aspect across the CD's was that, very few CDs ever went out and worked with the DS's in the market. Most of them just believed in dictating targets without really bothering how these could be achieved.
Monotony
Most of the DS's had been working in the same market in excess three years; the scope of transfer was not practical as they were employed by the CD's who were local market operators. Working in the same market for so many years led to monotony and fatigue, especially because the same markets were covered once and sometimes twice in a week as per the norms of intensive distribution.
Insufficient Company Involvement
Once a month market working with the SO and annual training were the only planned and regular direct involvement between the company and the DS's. There was no formal forum where the DS's could interact with the top-level sales management team of Nestle. There was no provision for recognising DS's for good performance at the company level. Though most of the DS's had been working for the company in excess of 5 years, they do not really feel that they were a part of the Nestle family.
Stock Shortages
In case the DS was unable to supply fast moving products because of the stock shortage, the outlets did not want to place orders for the other products even if there was a requirement. Stock shortages were quite a regular feature with some specific product lines owing to the unpredictable demand, perishable and seasonal nature of demand.
Key Competitive Benchmarks in India for Nestle India Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL)
HUL was the biggest FMCG Company in India in terms of turnover and distribution reach. The company used the services of approximately 1600 Re-Distributor Stockists (RDS) to serve the entire country. The DS equivalents were called Redistributors Stockist Salesman (RSSM), and there were 6000 of them in the whole country. They were responsible for Order Booking, Full Line Selling, Delivery Management and Outlet Servicing. They had been using technology enabled HHT (Hand Held Terminals) in most of the areas. Table 3 gives the summary information of the distributor sales force. 
Company Incentives
All incentives were linked to RSSM's monthly journey cycle (approx. 24 days). For instance, the RSSM selling the personal care products had to sell specific lines in a journey cycle (a four week market visit itinerary) to meet the business target. Typically the incentive was INR 50 per working day which approximately worked out to Rs.1200 per month. In the main line, a RSSM had to make specific number of lines visible in the market during the cycle to earn the incentive.
Turnover Incentive
The targets were based on a predetermined growth over the same journey cycle in the last year. The RSSM was eligible for fixed incentive of Rs.1800 per month after a minimum achievement of 95 per cent of the set target. On achievement of more than 100 per cent the incentive slab increased.
Product Incentive
Every RSSM had targets on specific products and markets. The targets were set by the TSI (Territory Sales In charge) based on his understanding of the market potential. On a chieving ta rgets for focus pa cks maximum earning for the RSSM was Rs.1500 per month.
Productivity Incentive
On a few brands, the company declared productivity incentives from time to time on every productive bill for these brands. On achieving 100 per cent productivity targets the RSSM got a fixed amount per bill, typically amounting to Rs 500 per month.
Seasonal Contests
To take the full advantage of the seasonality of some of the product lines, HUL had seasonal contests for salesmen. Though the target was very stiff, historically a large number of RSSMs achieved the target and earned this incentive. Thus, the company could fully capitalise on the seasonal advantage.
Launch Incentive
The Company had special focus on new product introductions. The sales system had "launch targets" for new products. On achievement of the launch target, RSSM was eligible to receive a fixed amount which hovered around Rs.700 per month.
Distributor Run Salesmen Contest
Contests were frequently used to get RSSMs concentrate not only on turnover but also critical aspect like planned credit and collection in market place. The factors like attendance and punctuality, which usually received less attention, were also brought into focus through these contests. 1. Selling and persuasion skills through role plays.
Criteria Data
Works under RDS
2. Sharing of innovative ideas being implemented in different sales areas.
3. New product launch plans.
4. Building analytical mindset to help superior sales planning and execution at the outlet level.
5. Focusing on specific brands.
6. Encouraging involvement in decision making regarding activities to stimulate off take in the market.
TSI Involvement
The Territory Sales In-charge (TSI) were HUL employee's who supervised the RSSM. Most of the RSSMs working for HUL felt that the main focus of the TSI was to sell in the wholesale market. At the retail level the TSI took interest only in the key outlets which generated bulk of the retail volumes for the company. As such the RSSMs covering non-key outlets and servicing fragmented retail did not have opportunity to work with the TSIs more than once in four months.
HUL was partially facing the same problems of Nestle in terms of manpower retention but motivation was not really a problem. For HUL the problem was less pronounced because the RSSM had a large portfolio of products and there were less of monotonies because of the changing product focus of the company, for every month. Hence RSSM they had something new to attempt in every month which gave them immense satisfaction out of their work. This also led to the problem of turnover indirectly. Because of the skill of the RSSM, they were absorbed in higher capacity by FMCG and other industries. This worked as a source of growth potential and aspiration to perform better for all the RSSM. HUL was able to attract fresh talent to join as fresh RSSM.
Cadbury's India Limited
Indian confectioner y market wa s dominated by Cadbury's. The Distributors of Cadbury's were called Re-Distributors (RD) and their Salesmen were called RDSM. RDSM had responsibility for order booking and outlet servicing and there were 1700 of them. Cadbury's also used the concept of Pilot Salesman (PSM) who focused on value turnover, volume of specific SKUs, displays, new outlet introduction. The PSM were 700 in number, were placed under commissioned manpower agencies and reported to Sales Officer of Cadbury's while the RDSM were employees of the redistributors. PSM worked in the higher potential market (and materials were supplied by RD) as compared to the ones worked with RD. The RDSM's had relatively longer association with Cadbury's and less aggressive, while the PSM's were not sticking to their jobs, though the motivation level of PSM were much higher than the average RDSM. It seemed that the PSM position was a stepping stone for the sales professionals to join other organisations in higher positions. The training inputs and other operating parameters for the RDSM were similar to that of Nestle DS.
Procter & Gamble
P&G entered into the Indian market in 1990. Initially it tried the traditional distribution system as followed by all the above mentioned organisations. However, the group changed the system in 2001-2002 and focused on key retail outlets for direct servicing. The company brought down its number of distributors from 2000 to 170 only, to cater to the entire country. However these distributors were of different types and worked as big organisations with their own full scale sales structures as follows:
• Business Executives (BE) planned market strategies, allocated Distributor Sales Executives (DSE) targets based market potential and monitored daily achievements of different objectives.
• Sales Team Leaders (STL) looked after training and development of DSE's which included functional skills, and on job coaching.
• Distributor Sales Executives booked orders, sold products based on the set targets, achieving penetration and distribution expansion objectives, placed range of products on outlets, handled retailers' queries and maintained relationship with the retailers.
The P&G executives were involved in managing the distributors and focused on the training and development aspects of the sales for ce of the distributors.
Comparative details of the sales force has been given in Table 4 .
The distributors sales force was managed as a fullfledged organisation had minimal turnover as there was a system of growth available. There were sixty four Business executives, one hundred fifty Sales team lead and six hundred DSE, with well documented performance evaluation and promotion parameters. The scope of work was much different from the other FMCG and in the sales force community acknowledged to be the best paid job. The CD's and DS's of the company were going to be very important for Nestle in its mission to achieve the "Big Leap" objectives. The company objectives needed to be further engrained within the DS's, to motivate them to take ownership of implementing the "Big Leap" initiative. These specific objectives were market lea dership, ma rket domina nce a nd ma r ket development. Once these objectives really became a par t of the DS psyche, a lot of distortion and discrepancy between actua l and desir ed mar ket working would disappear. The objective would be improving the systems by appropriate training and development of its members.
Detail
The major limitation had been the ineffective use of the consumer perception of premium quality of the Nestle products for retail dominance. The DS were just not able to convince the outlets to get visibility and shelf space. Thus, Nestle needed to develop better conviction and confidence about its products amongst the DS team. Though new products were highlighted and their benefits were communicated by the training team, there was still lack of sufficient conviction about products to make an impact on the retail level.
The sensitivity and need to gather competitive information were lacking across DS's. Though they knew that local competitive information was required as a critical input for their own work as well as a feedback to the marketing group at the Head Office for suitable action, it was not getting executed. The DS did not consider it as a part of his duties, he felt that it was too much of a work for the remuneration they were getting, and the DS was not ready to spend additional time to collect such information. Experience suggested that DS's felt that the SO's were better equipped to collect and convey such information.
The team felt that the CD's role needed to be designed based on the type of outlet, and training imparted. Training programmes could be designed on the premises like:
• Key Volume Generating Outlets: These were the 20 per cent outlets, which gave the DS 60 per cent of his turnover. These outlets were more concerned a bout reputation, efficient servicing, extra advantages and sufficient time/ attention.
• Non-key Outlets: These outlets did not contribute that much to volume but they gave up the distribution base in the market place. These outlets were more concerned about profits, stock availability and regular service.
The company had to ensure that CDs had to be helped to achieve healthy profits. The key CD performance indicators have been given in Exhibit 8. This meant that DS's should work keeping in mind not only the interest of the company but also of the distributor. It was difficult to strike a balance between the two. However, a DS pursuing the objective of one, at the cost of the other didn't lead to the benefit of either; hence conflict management should be incorporated in the system and also as training programme. The specific modular formats for the training could also be modeled on outlet dissatisfaction and the remedies have been given in Exhibit 9. The team also felt that apart from training, some other structural changes in outlet classification could also be attempted to solve the problems highlighted in the report. In order to ensure outlet satisfaction the DS could classify outlets as given in the table below and modify his working style to suit their needs as per Exhibit 10.
Exhibit 10: Reclassifying the Outlets
Type of Outlet Actions to be Initiated
Key Outlets Target these outlets for generating maximum possible volume. Develop relationship by boosting the ego of the dealer. The DS should take the SO to these outlets whenever he was working with him DS should show his concern and make them feel important.
Non-key Outlets
Provide regular service as most of these outlets feel that they were neglected. Ensure continuity of cash flow by selling only as per potential. Try to expand range by gradually increasing number of SKU's ordered as per the market and consumer profile. Do not let him overstock on a particular product instead give him the entire range for better fund rotation.
Profit Conscious Outlets
For selling to these kinds of outlets the DS must had concrete information on the price and margins offered by the company and the competition and use it strategically. Quality Conscious Outlets DS should try and suggest improvements in the shop format, merchandising and storage practice. These outlets were normally very happy to receive suggestions that can help them project a premium image and attract high-class customers.
One factor which was true but unexplained: Even though on an average a DS had worked for around 7 years with Nestle, he hardly demonstrated pride in being associated with the organisation. When it came to family friends and peers DS's were proud to introduce themselves as Nestle salesmen, but while working in the market this spirit was hardly seen. In any category where Nestle was not in a leading position, the DS got on the back foot very soon. The ambition to achieve dominance in that pr oduct category didn't get demonstrated in their market working.
The Decision Problem
The detailed report looked to be quite useful as it captured the relevant data. There was an inbuilt factor of the trainer 's eye that was at play in the conceptualisation recommendations. There was enough material for taking the necessary decisions for aligning the training policy to the sales force management processes in the company, so as to achieve the objectives of Big Leap. The following information could be utilised for arriving at the final decision:
1. The gross margin of the competitors in the FMCG was almost the same, around 20-30 per cent 
